Making good decisions to generate True Happiness.
by understanding and using the separate cycles of positive and negative

Feelings and Emotions
Positive emotions

Response to situation:
Slower reaction with compassion
and forgiveness. Be the bigger
person. Try to do as Jesus would.

Heart (soul)
Helpful actions:
Filter words and actions through
your heart. Prayers and good works
will increase these emotions

happy
joy
love
content
accepting
calm
care-free
relax

Negative emotions

All emotions originate in the mind.
Good emotions will migrate
to your heart/soul if you love Jesus.

mad
fear
sad

+
good
optimistic

Mood

anger
unhappy
inferior
anxiety
worry

bad
depressed

excitement

lazy

good
hope
trust
generous
kindness
cheerful
confidence
enjoyment

tension
jealous
denial
selfish
guilt
hurt
doubt
hate

good
moral

Decisions

bad
immoral

Response to situation:
Very temperamental. Your
defense mechanism. Quick to react to
conflict or attacks.

Mind
Helpful actions:
Don’t be quick to judge. Don't take
your frustrations out on others.
Realize that the Devil is trying to
divide us. Say rebuke prayers.

happy
sad
Happiness
Hope & Joy
Hardened Heart
Jesus resides in our heart when we accept him.
Satan can't exist in our hearts with Jesus there.
Always make decisions from the heart.
True happiness will result with heartfelt words and actions.

Emotions in the mind can be influenced by the devil.
The Evil one will deceive you with these emotions.
The Devil drives wedges between those we love.
Try not to make decisions from these emotions.

To make decisions from the heart, always ask yourself, what would Jesus do or say?
People of God are:
kind-hearted, good-hearted, light-hearted, big-hearted,
soft-hearted, warm-hearted & tender-hearted.

People without God are:
cold-hearted, faint-hearted, half-hearted,
hard-hearted & heavy-hearted.

All people want to be happy and to have more positive feelings than negative ones.
Your mood is based on the combined weight of all your positive and negative emotions added together.
Your day-to-day decisions are greatly influenced by your mood and state of mind.
Your happiness is a result of all your past decisions. Good decisions will generate True Happiness.
Your happiness effects your current emotions and mood, thus, the cycle flows back to the top in either a positive or negative loop.
Positive feelings and emotions require some effort on our part. There is no free lunch. Laziness will kill your happiness.
Negative feelings are usually brought on by others, society or ourselves and our past poor decisions.
Satan will deceive us with our negative emotions be getting us to react quickly to situations without examining our hearts.
One of the most common tactics of Satan is to create conflict and division with unnecessary anger, hurt, fear, worry and anxiety.
It is well known that the Devil wants to destroy good marriages and families, especially, those who love each other.
One way he does this is by driving unnecessary wedges between loved ones. He causes us to react to each other with our
negative/defensive emotions. If we had a bad day or a prior hurtful experience, we may "take-it-out" on our loved ones
for "unnecessary reasons". The other person feels attacked, and lashes back with their negative/hurtful wedges from the Devil.
Misinterpretation of what people say can cause unnecessary wedges. Don’t be quick to react. Try to filter words through your heart.
To have true happiness, recognize that there are two ways to react to a difficult situation; quick and defensive, as the Devil wants,
or with forgiveness, compassion and a greater love for neighbor as Jesus would. Realize that the Devil is always throwing unnecessary
wedges between loved ones, in order to divide and separate. Make all decisions from the heart to cycle your emotions through the positive.
Prayer and good works will always improve our happiness. Prayer works to build the positive and reduce the negative emotions.
Prayer & repentance makes our decisions more moral and will give us Hope and Joy through God's infinite graces.
http://simplicityhumilitytrust.org/Prayers/How_to_be_Happy.pdf
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